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 One data screen – not multiple layers of screens – for nearly all functions including full record entry, 
searching for records, all barcode scanning, printing labels, obtaining electronic signatures, and running 
automated reports. 
  

 Fully customizable data screen, known as the profile or homescreen, which is completely designed by 
the user agency for its appearance, terminology, field values and functionally – and it can be modified – 
fields added, fields repositioned, fields renamed, and functionality changed – at any time by the agency, 
or by FileOnQ, without FileOnQ permission, and at no cost. 

 
 Barcode system for tracking evidence items, marking locations, and designating actions and statuses. 

 
 User-created barcode label designs using included design wizard tool. 

 
 User-customizable toolbar(s). 

 
 Batch transfer and individual item transfer of evidence using accurate and fast barcode scanning, or 

simply using a click-button on the toolbar. 
 

 Batch updating of evidence records to correct data mistakes or make required changes to one data field 
or any number of fields, to one item or a group of items – simultaneously. 
 

 Unalterable chain of custody that logs every transacted movement of every item individually.  The 
transfer record includes precise computer date-time, system date-time, user login, user name, method of 
transaction, host name, host IP, and Windows user.  Includes any associated digital signatures and any 
in-system messaging requests related to each item. 
 

 Unalterable audit trail for every item listing every edit, including what was changed and how it was 
changed, precise computer date-time, system date-time, user login, user name, method of transaction, 
host name, host IP, and Windows user.  The audit log can be printed. 
 

 Unlimited searching of the system using any field or combination of fields on the screen, comments 
section and notes logs, and using full or partial information (begins with, ends with, contains). 
 

 Numerous standard queries including various system date searches and date field searches, location 
and status searches, and system-wide text searches. 
 

 Custom query feature permitting users to easily create complex and deep queries that can be run once, 
or named and saved for repeated use, and which can be run by the click of a button on the toolbar. 
    

 Numerous standard reports; custom-tailored standard reports including owner notification letter, 
chain of custody report, evidence disposition request, property list, check-out receipt with digital 
signature; and fully customized reports that can replicate any evidence-related forms used by an 
agency.  All reports can be printed, saved as a PDF for emailing, or saved in various formats including a 
Word document for inclusion in a findings report. 
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 A built-in messaging system that enables users to send written action-requests about evidence items 
to evidence management staff, while simultaneously flagging each item with the request and 
automatically adding the request to the item’s chain of custody. 

 
 An inventory and audit feature for scanning items in storage locations and generating customizable 

built-in exception reports that show which of the inventoried items are properly stored in their assigned 
locations, which are missing from their assigned locations, and which are misplaced in a location and are 
assigned elsewhere. 
 

 Automated money totaling function, if desired. 
 

 Automated item numbering function, if desired. 
 

 Simple system access controls for setting a myriad of group and/or individual permissions and 
restrictions for viewing, entering, and editing evidence records; creating and running custom queries; 
viewing and generating evidence reports; system administration and maintenance, and security and 
password control. 
 

 Import-export tool that greatly simplifies the process of importing old records into the OnQ system, or 
out of the system into another application.  FileOnQ has successfully interfaced and integrated with many 
different records management systems. The success of these integrations is primarily based on the 
functionality of the outside system. For example, if an agency wants the EvidenceOnQ system to integrate 
with a records management system, that system would need to have the capability of importing and 
exporting data as well.  Note there are many unforeseen factors that can influence interface and 
integration processes, such that FileOnQ cannot commit to success without deeper analysis of the goals 
and workflow desired.  
 

 Quick Export allows a copy of specified evidence data to be quickly and easily exported from 
EvidenceOnQ into an Excel spreadsheet program, where the data can be reorganized, sorted and 
filtered, calculated mathematically, and graphed or charted.  Individual exports, or export routines can be 
named and saved. 
 

 Notes Log can be used at any time by authorized persons to document additional information about an 

item such as more descriptive details, special instructions or cautions, logging of forensic processing 

work, added persons and contact information, etc.  Emails and text files can be copied and pasted as 

notes.  Entries can be categorized by user-defined subject types (e.g. phone calls, lab notes, emails, 

prosecutor’s office, etc.)  Notes can be added to one or more records simultaneously.  Entries are 

automatically date and time stamped and the log-in user who entered the note is documented.  Notes 

are fully searchable by one or more of the following criteria: text content by exact information or partial 

information, creation date, author, and subject category. 

  

 Worklist allows individual users to create and save their own group of related or unrelated items that 

have a common task such as a group of evidence that needs to be pulled for release, items awaiting 

specific lab examinations, or evidence with completed lab work but incomplete written reports.  This 

feature allows a user to work on a large project periodically as time permits, and to add or remove items 
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from the list as work progresses.  The Worklist is affiliated with a user’s login and is saved when the user 

logs off. 

 Optional Electronic signature function for simultaneously attaching a live-capture digital signature(s) 
to an evidence record or multiple records, for one case or multiple cases, wherein the signature is 
associated with any transaction, transfer, release, etc. 

 
 Optional eDocs digital evidence repository for linking electronic files to property-evidence records – to 

include audio files, video clips, digital photographs, scanned documents, etc. 
   

 Optional Retention Classification Module for establishing evidence retention and review periods based 
upon agency defined criteria, and then associating a review period to an individual evidence item, or a 
group of items.  EvidenceOnQ will then automatically calculate the correct review date, whether it is 3 
months or 10 years.  Queries and reports can easily be run based upon review period status to identify 
items that no longer need to be retained. The review date can be modified, annotated, and HOLDs placed 
on records, if certain cases are delayed in court, or are pending post-conviction appeal. 
 

 Optional MobileOnQ portable solution utilizing a Motorola handheld computer/scanner/signature pad 
that permits barcode scanning for transferring items, performing inventories and capturing digital 
signatures at locations without a PC such as off-site storage facilities, property release points, crime labs 
and courts.  The device can transmit data live to the EvidenceOnQ system via a wireless network, or it 
can be used in a disconnected mode with the data being transferred to EvidenceOnQ using a docking 
station at a PC.   

   
 Optional WebView module for web-based access to EvidenceOnQ using a laptop, iPad or MDT at crime 

scenes, search warrant locations, mobile command post, etc.  Enables view-only access to evidence 
records by non-agency groups such as a prosecutor’s office.  WebView permits permission restricted 
record searching, item entry, barcode label printing, report generation, and in-system messaging to 
evidence control staff. 
 

 Optional Automated Disposition Module uses programmed triggers and routines to automate the 
evidence disposition process by bringing items up for review, creating disposition request notices, and 
emailing the notices to officers, deputies, detectives and investigators. 
  

 Optional Notification and Workflow Module uses programmed triggers to fully automate and 
accomplish agency-defined evidence related tasks, processes and policy directives that are currently 
being done manually.  This feature can perform practically any automated routine, or combination of 
progressive routines, to include scheduled queries of EvidenceOnQ for specific data, with resulting email 
generation and distribution based upon predefined criteria, to recipients inside or outside the agency. 
 

 FileOnQ has interfaced with several CAD/RMS systems and has a team focused on data sharing with 
other vendors. FileOnQ can use a variety of methods to interface with any third party software as long as 
the vendor and client are willing to cooperate.  The EvidenceOnQ system can function optimally as a 
stand-alone application.  Data can be archived, restored, queried, or extracted using standard SQL tools 
and routines.  An agency’s property-evidence data is maintained in its native format, not held hostage in 
a proprietary format. 
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 The system is easy to learn, easy to use and easy to control access, so that officers, deputies, 

detectives and investigators can and want to enter and label their own property and evidence to eliminate 
paper and repetitive work effort. 
 

 FileOnQ evidence specialists are former long-time law enforcement evidence technicians, so they 
speak the same language and understand the law enforcement mindset and the unique challenges, 
requirements and practices of evidence collection, processing and management. 
 

 One year of FileOnQ maintenance and support is included with every EvidenceOnQ solution.  The 
annual maintenance and support contract not only provides agencies with unlimited product support, but 
it also includes in-version software upgrades, bug fixes, and unlimited training during the term of the 
support contract.  Occasionally, a support need arises with a software system.  If such circumstances 
occur, support is available directly from FileOnQ via our 800 number, email, and our GoToSupportTM 
enabled website.  Annual renewal of the agency’s maintenance and support contract is encouraged. 

   

 


